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ABSTRACT 
If AE T(m, N), the real-valued N-linear functions on E,, and oE S,, the sym- 
metricgroupon {1,2,..., N}, then we define the permutation operator P,, : I’( m, N) * 
T(m, N) such that P,(A)(x,,xz,...,x,)=A(x,(,,,x0(2),...,~,(N)). Suppose XY_,n, 
= N, where the ni are positive integers. In this paper we present a condition on u that 
is sufficient to guarantee that (P,(A,@A,@ . . . @A,), A,@A2@ . . . @A,) 3 0 for 
Ai E S(m, n,), where S(m, ni) denotes the subspace of T(m, ni) consisting of all the 
fully symmetric members of T(m, nj). Also we present a broad generalization of the 
Neuberger identity which is sometimes useful in answering questions of the type 
described below. Suppose G and H are subgroups of S,. We let TG(m, N) denote all 
AE T( m, N) such that P,(A) = A for all oE G. We define the symmetrizer 
SC: T(m, N)-T&m, N) such that S,(A)=l/IG)X,,.P,(A). Suppose H is a 
subgroup of G and AgT,(m, N). Clearly II &.(A)11 d 11 All. We are interested in the 
reverse type of comparison. In particular, if D is a suitably chosen subset of T&m, N), 
then can we explicitly present a constant C > 0 such that /I s,(A)11 3 C II A 11 for all 
AED? 
Let T(m, p) denote the collection of all real-valued p-linear functions on 
E and let S(m, p) denote the subspace of T(m, p) consisting of the 
s;%metric members of T( m, p). If u E S,, the symmetric group on { 1,2,. . . , p}, 
and AE T(m, p), then we let A, denote the member of T(m, p) such that 
AO(xl, x2,. . . ,x,) = A(x,(,), x+), . . .,x,,(~)), and we define the permutation 
operator PO: T(m, p) -+ T(m, p) by P,(A) = A,,. If ( , ) is an inner product 
on E,, then we may extend ( , ) to the spaces T(m, p) by choosing an 
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orthonormal basis {e,}> i for E, and setting 
(A,B)= 5 5 ... 5 A(eq,,eq~,...,eqr)B(eq,,eqn,...,eqp). 
q,=l qs=l 4p = 1 
This inner product is independent of the orthonormal basis {e,}y=i. 
Observe that if aES,, and A, BE T(m, p), then (P,(A), B) = (A, P;’ 
(B)) = (A>(P,)*(B)). n is implies that P;’ = (PO)*, so PO is an orthogonal 
transformation on T(m, p). 
If K is a subgroup of S, then we let T,(m, p) denote the set of all 
A~T(rn,p) such that P,(A)=A,=A for each UEK. Clearly T,(m,p) is a 
subspace of T(m, p). In this notation TK(m, p) = S(m, p) if K = S,, and 
T,(m, p)= T(m, p) if K is the trivial group. We define the symmetrizer 
S,:T(m,p)-+T,(m,p) by S,(A)=lKl-‘Z,,,P,(A), where IKl denotes 
the cardinality of the group K. Clearly S, is the orthogonal projection of 
T(m, p) onto T,(m, p), so we must have II S,(A)]1 < II A II. 
If AE T( m, p) and BE T( m, n), then we let A@ B denote the member of 
T(m, p + n) that takes the vectors x1, x2,. . . ,xp+,, and produces the number 
A(x,, ~2,. . . > ~p)~(~,+l~ xp+23 * - * ,Xp+n ). The function A@B is called the 
tensor product of A and B. With this definition of 8 it is clear that 
T(m, p + n) is the tensor product of the spaces T(m, p) and T(m, n). Also, 
we let A. B denote S,(A@B), where K = S,+,. A general reference for 
multilinear algebra is [2]. 
As noted above, II S,( A)ll G II A II. We are interested in the reverse type of 
comparison: if A is restricted to a subset D of T(m, p), then is there a 
constant C > 0 such that II S,(A)11 2 C II A II? This is of course impossible in 
general, since an arbitrary set D might intersect the orthogonal complement 
of TK(m, p). In pursuing this problem we have found a broad generalization 
of the identity presented by Neuberger in [l] and have examined with some 
success a closely related problem, which is now described. Let n,, n,, . . . , nq 
be positive integers. For 2 G j< 9 let Ai denote the integers from Zi=:ni + 1 
to C{,in, (inclusive), and let A.1={I,2,...,n,}. Let N=ZyZ,,ni and let X 
denote the subgroup of S, consisting of those permutations u such that 
a( Ai) = Ai for 1~ i < 9. The group X is sometimes called the subgroup of 
Young associated with the partition (ni, n,, . . . , nq) of N (see [6, p. 131). 
Suppose u E S,, and let A, E S( m, ni) for 1 G i < 9. What conditions on u are 
sufficient to guarantee that (P,(A,@A,@ . . . @A,), A,@A,@ . * . @A,) 2 O? 
A reasonable answer to this question is given by Theorem 4. 
We now return to the general problem. Let G be a subgroup of Sp, and let 
H be a subgroup of G. At this point G is arbitrary, but we will return to the 
particular case described above. We define two equivalence relations - and 
= on G. 
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We say u-r if (P,(A), B) = (P,(A), B) for all A, BE TH(m, 11). We say 
a=rifthereexistsg,hEHsuchthatgoaoh=r.Inotherwords,a~s:ifu 
and r are in the same double coset, HxH, in G. (See [5] for information on 
double cosets.). Note that if u = T then (P,(A), B) = (PgO,_,(A), B) = 
(I’,oI’,oI’JA), B)= (P,oP,(A), B)= (P,(A), P,-l(B))= (P,(A), B) for 
A, BE TH(m, p). Therefore u = T implies U-T. It is clear that H is an 
equivalence class with respect to =, but in the case of - it seems that in 
general one can be certain of no more than the existence of an equivalence 
class that contains H. With the particular choices of G and H considered in 
Theorems 2 and 4 it is a fact (as will be shown) that = and - are equal. 
I-& r,, ri, r,,..., I,, where I, = H, be the equivalence classes of = , and 
letu,,u,,us ,..., at be a sequence of representatives of these classes. We then 
have 
for all A, BE TH(m, p). We associate a bilinear form B, with each equiva- 
lence class l?. If u, 0 E TH(m, p) we let B,(u, v) = (P,(u), v), where u is a 
representative of I. Note that Br,( u, v) = (u, v). 
THEOREM 1. Zf H, G, = , and r,,, rl,. . . , r, are as above and A, BE 
Tdm, p), then 
(&+)A = /(A, B)+ j, +,(A, B). 
The proof of this theorem is contained in the discussion preceding its 
statement. If we set A = B, we see that 
IlS,(A>II 2 IHI t lril = m 11 AlI 2 + iF, IGI%,(A, A), 
so that if A is restricted to a set where each of the terms B,,( A, A) 2 0, then 
we have the inequality 
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In certain cases we can show that Bri( A, A) 2 0 for 1 G i g t provided A is 
suitably restricted. See Example 2 following Theorem 4. 
At this point we specialize: the group H is to be the group X described 
earlier, and the group G of Theorem 1 is to be S,, where N = XT= ir+. As 
before, Ai denotes the positive integers from Zi& + 1 to Z&r+ for 2 < i < 9 
and A,={1,2 ,..., ni}. 
If UES,, then we let M, denote the 9 X 9 matrix [uij] where uii = Ia 
nAj]. Clearly XyZ=,uii = ni and Z:=~U,~ = nj. We also associate with each 
u E S, a directed graph g0 with vertices {Vi, V,, . . . , V,}. The number of 
directed edges from y to y (i # i) is to be uij = 1 a( Ai) nA j 1. In other words 
there are k directed edges from x to y if and only if k is the number of 
members of Aj that have preimages in Ai. 
THEOREM 2. Ifu, 7~ S,, then the following are equivalent with respect 
to x: 
(1) u = 7, 
(2) M, = M,, 
(3) 9, -$ 
(4) (J’,(A), B) = (P,(A), B) for all A, BE Tx(m, N), 
(5) u - 7. 
Proof. In passing from M, to (JO we do not lose any information: the fact 
that $, does not exhibit a number of loops at the vertex y equal to 
]u( hi) nAil iscompensated for by the fact that 87= ,uii = ni = 1 Ai I. Therefore, 
(2) and (3) are equivalent. We now show that (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
Supposegouoh=r,whereg,hEX. Nowh(Ai)=Ai,so(~oh)(Ai)nAj= 
o(Ai)nAj for each a~ S,. Therefore, Maah = M, for any cue S, and hE X. 
Now, observe that if CYE& then Ig~~(A~)nAjl=Ig(~(Ai)ngl(Ai))l= 
~(Ai)ng-l(Aj)l=~~(Ai)nAj[. Therefore, M_,= M,. So MT= M~g,o~,h= 
= M,. This proves that u = T implies M, = M,. Suppose M, = M,. The 
se~~“{o~l(o(Ai)nAj)}~=l partition A,, as do the sets {r-‘(~(A,)nA~)}~~i. 
Since ujj = rtj for each i, i, we must have (c1(7(Ai)nAj)l = 
Iuel(u(Ai)nAj)l. Therefore, for each i, j there is a one-toone correspon- 
dence cpij between a-‘(u(Ai)nAj) and r-‘(r(Ai)nAj). If we piece the ‘pii’s 
together, we obtain a permutation cp E X such that cp 0 u-‘(u(Ai) nAj) = 
T-l(T(Ai)nAj) f or each i, i. If we union these sets over i, we get cp o uP1(Ai) 
=F’(A~), or equivalently (r0p)ou-‘)(A,)=A,. This holds for each i, so 
70(POU -'EX. Since r=(r~(p~u~~)~u~(p-~, we must have T=U. Hence 
(I) * (2). 
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At this point we have shown that (1) (2), and (3) are equivalent. To 
complete the proof we must make some observations about the space 
T%(m, n). First note that Tx(m, n) = @T=,S(m, ni). If XE E,, then by X” we 
mean the member of S(m,n) such that x”(;T~,x~,...,x,)=~:=,(x,x~). It is 
known (see [2]) that the functions x” span S(m, n). Therefore each member 
of T%(m, N) is a linear combination of terms of the form x;l@xz2@ * * . 8.~2 
where xi E E, for 1 G i d 9. At this point we obtain a formula for P,(x~~@‘x~” 
@ ... 8 Q)(Yi’ ys>. * *, yN). Since the sets {Ai}:=r partition {1,2,...,N}, we 
have 
If we set yi = zk if j E Ak, then the above product reduces to 
ll~zilI~zi<(ri> zj))(2”P where M, = [aii]. It is now obvious that if CJ = r then 
u - r, for u = 7 implies M, = M,, which implies, by the above formula, that 
(P,(x;‘@‘x;2@ . . . @xxqng), y;l@ . . . @y,J+ = (P,(x;‘@xx,“z@ . . . @x2), y1”’ 
@yz”z@ . . * By?). This completes the proof that if u = r then u - 7, since 
the terms x;l@xl2@ . . . 8x2 span Tx(m, N). 
To complete the proof we need only show that (4) implies (2), for we 
already know that (l), (2), and (3) are equivalent, that (4) and (5) are 
equivalent (by definition), and that (1) implies (4). 
Our theorem is essentially void of content if m = 1, so we assume m > 2. 
We let {ei}yxi denote the usual canonical basis for E,. Suppose 1 G T, s G 4. 
Let xi = e, if i # r, and let yi = e, if j # s. Let x, and ys be chosen so that 
(x,,ys) = 2 and (x,,e,) =l. Now assumeu-ran Tx(m, IV). Let M,= [a,/] 
and let M, = [bii]. Then 
Therefore a Ts = b,,, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. n 
Theorem 2 provides an easy method for distinguishing the various equiva- 
lence classes under = or - : we simply compare the derived matrices M,. 
Counting the equivalence classes is probably a far more difficult problem, but 
if we let Em denote the set of all 9 X 9 matrices [aii] such that: (1) aii is a 
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non-negative integer, (2) Z~=,uij = ni, (3) Cyzruii = ni, then the map o ---f M, 
sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the members of 9k and the 
equivalence classes under =. Therefore the number of equivalence classes is 
1-1. 
Ifa~~,theno=go~ohforsomeg,hEG,soa-’=h-’o~-10g-1and 
therefore u-l = 7-l. Also, M,-1 = [ lu-‘(Ai) nh,l] = [ lAinu( a,)11 = (M,)*. 
Therefore, M,-, = ( MD)*, and M, is symmetric if and only if u = u-l. This 
proves parts (1) and (2) of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If a, 7~ S,, then: 
(1) M,-, = (n/i,)*; 
(2) M, is symmetric if and only if u = u-l; 
(3) if IY is the equivalence class containing u, then the bilinear form B, is 
symmetric if and only if M, is symmetric. 
To complete the proof of this theorem recall that B,(u, v) = (P,,(u), v), 
where u is a representative of I. If M, is symmetric then u = u-l, so 
B,(u, o) = (J’,,(u), 0) = (u, (p,)*(o)> = (u, P,ml(e)> = (I’,-l(v), u) = 
B,(v, u). Also, if B,(u, v) = B,(v, u) then (P,(u), u) = (P,-l(v), u) = 
(P,(v), u) for all u, v E T%(rn, n), so by Theorem 2 u = u-l. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
In Theorem 4 we state a condition on UE S, that is sufficient to guarantee 
that (P,(A,@A,@ . . . @A,), A,@A,@ . . . @A,) 2 0 for Ai E S(m, ni). Thus 
if u satisfies this condition, I is the equivalence class containing u, and u is of 
the form A,@A,@ . . . @A,, then B,( u, u) 2 0. Unfortunately we cannot in 
general expect B,( u, u) 2 0 for an arbitrary equivalence class I even if u is of 
the above form. 
We recall that a graph B with vertex set V is bipartite if there exist sets X 
and Y that partition V in such a manner that each edge of 4 connects a 
member of X with a member of Y. The order pair (X, Y) is called a 
bipartition of 9. A reference for these definitions is [3]. Recall that with each 
UE S, we have associated a directed graph gO. The u’s for which gm is 
bipartite are of special interest. 
We now define certain symbolism that facilitates the proof of Theorem 4. 
Let M = [ aii] be a q X r matrix each of whose entries is a nonnegative 
integer. Let 1; = BjElaij for 1~ i G q, and let cj = Xz= laii for 1~ i < r. Let 
nl, n,, n3,. . . ,n9 and n;, n;, . . . , n: be sequences of positive integers such that 
ni~riandnl~ciforeachiandi.Letsi=ni-ri,ti=nf-ci,andz=BP,lsi 
+Z;=Iti. If AiES(m,ni) for lGi<q and BjES(m,nf) for l<j<r, then 
[A,A,...A,; BIB,... B,], is to denote a certain member of T(m, z) which we 
define below. Let x1, xs,. ..,x, be in E,. Let xr denote the member of 
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S(m, ri) obtained from A, by filling the first si positions in A, with the first si 
of the vectors {xi)f=i. Let A, denote the member of S(m, rs) obtained from 
A, by filling the first se positions in A, with the vectors x,,+i, x,~+~, . . . ,x~,+~~. 
Continue in this through the Ai’s and then through the Bi’s_u”til the vectors 
{xj}~=i arc e$auste$ thus producing a sequence xi, A,, . . . ,A4 and a 
sequence B,, B,, . . . , B, such that Ai E S(m, r,) and Bj~ S(m, ci). Let rriii de- 
note the collection of all sequences of length aii each of whose terms is one of 
the integers 1,2,. . . , m, and let {ei}y!“=, be an orthonormal basis for E,. If 
CJ E rii, we let e, denote (e,,,,, e,(s), . . . , eoca,i,). Finally we set 
[ AlA,. . .A,; B,B,. . .B,] _&x1,. . ,xJ 
= E i IZ A,(e,,l,e,,z,...,e,,~)A,(e,z,,e~zz,...,e~z,)... 
i=l j=l oiiE7rii 
THEOREM 4. Suppose Ai~S(m,n,) for lGi<q and Bi~S(m,ni) for 
lGj<q. ZfaES,, where N= B~z’,lni, M, is symmetric, and 9, is bipartite, 
then 
(P,(A,@A,@ . . . @A,), B,@B@ . . . @Bq) 
where (X,Y) is a bipartition of (4,) with X={V,l,V,z,...,V,,} and Y= 
{VU,‘VU,‘..., Vus} ad M= [bill, where bii = Io( Ati) nA,,,i. 
The proof of this theorem involves numerous definitions and two lemmas. 
Let X and Y be as above. Since M, is symmetric and (X, Y) is a bipartition of 
9 ~, we have that a( Att) n A,, is empty unless i = i. In other words the 
permutation u sends members of the blocks A,, either back into At or into 
some one of the blocks Auj 
(U;=,A,,)={1,2 ,..., N}. 
and vice versa. Clearly we have ( Ujl,A,i)U 
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We make the following definitions: 
(a) qi= At,no-‘(AUj), 
(b) yi= A@o(A,,), 
(c) qi= A,lno-‘(A,,>, 
(d) Vi= A,inetA,,)> 
(e) W= A,ine-‘(A,,), 
(f) Xi= A,,no(AJ 
(g) Xi=o(A,,)‘Att, 
01) Wi=6’(AUf)nArr,. 
LEMMA 1. We have: 
;) 
A = W.U( US V..), 
A t:= x:u( “!I;‘; 
Al;= $” ( “t_‘&.;, 
AtI= #“( U;:;q;), 
(e) u(~i)=~j9 
(f) w.$)=Q, 
(g) ‘(yi)= ‘iv 
(h) a( M$) = Xi. 
, 
Proof. Consider (a). Clearly the definitions imply that WU ( Uy= lU,j) c 
At,. We actually haye equality, since each member of At, is the image (under 
u ) of some member of At, or of some member of one of the AU,‘s. This follows 
from the fact that (X, Y) is a bipartion of 9,. Parts (b), (c), and (d) follow 
similarly. Parts (e), (f), (g), and (h) follow from the definitions and the fact 
that u is a permutation. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. n 
We let: 
(1) z;, = 6 xi, (2) zb’= ;I Xi 
j=l i=l 
(3) Z,= 6 ;I Q> (4)Z,=6 ;I$ 
i=r i=r i=r i=r 
(5) 2, = z$Jz;;. 
Observe that (a) Zh = u( U;=lJ!i), (b) Zi= a( UIzl@), (c) Z, = a( Uyzl 
U;&$,), and (d) Z, = u( U”,,U;_,~,). 
LEMMA 2. The sets Zb, Z;l, Z,, and Z, partition {1,2,3,. ..,N}. 
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Proof. Clearly 2, and Z, do not intersect, since Z, C U;,,A,, and 
Z, C Ul=,A,,. The sets Z& and Zg do not intersect for the same reason. The 
set Xi cannot intersect I’,, because a(A,J na(AJ =0, and cannot intersect 
ekikl because Xi C A,, while Gkkl c Atk. Therefore Zh cannot intersect Z, or Z,. 
Similarly Zi cannot intersect Z, or Z,. To complete the proof we need only 
show that ZbUZiUZ,lJZ, = { 1,2,. . . ,N}. By Lemma 1 we have { 1,2,. . , ,N} 
=(UI=,A,,)u(UI~,A,,)=U~_,[diu(U:’,~~~)] u [U;,lX,u(U;,ly) 
= ZtUZ,UZbUZ,. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 1 
As before, {ei}y!“=, is an orthonormal basis for E,. We let lI denote the set 
of all functions with domain {1,2,. . . ,N} and range in { 1,2,. . . ,m}. If 
s = {ti, ta,. . . ) tk} is a sequence of members of { 1,2,. . . ,N} and f~ II, then 
we denote (ef,tlJ, ef(tz)9...fe& by efcscs,. At this point a computation estab- 
lishes Theorem 4. We have 
(P,( A,@A,@ . . . @A,), B,@B@ . . . @I$)) 
= f?II ( 
APAP . . . @A,&-.O(l,J4@%@ . . . @&(I,,)~ 
where 1,={1,2,..., N}. With Lemmas 1 and 2 in mind we see that the 
above is the same as 
z Ii At,(ef~o(w,)‘efoe(“~l)l...~efan(”,,)) 
i fEII i=l 
= 2 { li At;(ef(x^,~ef(“,,,,...,ef(“,,)) 
ftII i=l 
s 
x rI Bu,(ef((,,,,ef(v~,,,...,cjiv,,) 1 
i=l 
s 
x rI A",(ef(x,,,ef(;li,,...,ef(~i, 1 
j=l 
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For i = 0, 1,2 we let II, denote the set of all functions with domain Zi and 
range in { 1,2,. . . ,m}. Since Z,, Z,, and Z, partition { 1,2,. . . , N}, each triple 
{he, h 1, h,} where hi E II i for i = 0, 1,2 determines a unique member of II in 
the obvious way. Continuing the computation, the last expression above is 
equal to 
where the matrix M=[b,,], with hii= ]I$] =jA,in(r(A,)l=lA~,n~(A~,)l. 
.This completes the proof of theorem 4. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let n1 = na = ns = 4 and 4 = 3. Let u be the permutation 
on {1,2,...,12} with the cycle structure (12)(3546)(71089)(1112). We have 
A, = {1,2,3,4}, A, = {5,6,7,8}, and As = {9,10,11,12}. The matrix M, is 
easily seen to be 
I 2 0 2 0 2, 0 I 
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and the directed graph g0 is 
Clearly M, is symmetric and g0 is bipartite, so we have 
(P,( A@B@C), A@BW) 2 0 foreach A,B,C~s(rn,4). 
EXAMPLE 2. In this case we let q = 2 and set n1 = n and nz = p, so 
A,={1,2,..., n} and A,={n+l ,...,n+p}. ThenM,isa2X2matrix[aii] 
where a,, + ur2 = a,, + urs = n and urs + u2a = u2r + usa = p. Such a matrix 
simply must be symmetric, so we have u = u-l for each UE S,+,. Also the 
graph 4, must be bipartite, since it has only two vertices. Therefore by 
Theorem 4 we must have 
(P,(A@Q-3), A@B) Z= 0 for each AE S( m, n) and BE S(m, p). 
Therefore, by Theorem 1, we must have 
This inequality was discovered by Neuberger and presented in [l]. An 
extension of it with application to a conjecture involving permanents was 
presented by the author in [4]. 
Since M, is symmetric and g0 is bipartite, we must have (P,( A@ B), A@ 
B) = ([A; B],,[A; BIM) f or a certain matrix M. A moment’s reflection 
shows that M is the 1X1 matrix [a,,], where M,=[uij]. Let k=ulz. In [l] 
Neuberger defines A@k B as the member of T(m, n + p -2k) such that 
A@kB(r,> xa>.~r,+~-_2k) = (A(x,, r,>...,x,-,>, B(X,~k+l,...,X,+p-,k>) 
and proves the identity 
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Clearly Ask B = [A; B] M if M is the 1 X 1 matrix [k]. Therefore, Neuberger’s 
identity is a special case of the identity of Theorem 1. 
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